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Vernet Group, a renowned leader in thermal control solutions, is proud to announce 
the official expansion of its activity in Europe's Aerospace and Defense sector with the 
Vernatherm by Vernet brand. Building upon its strong presence in the United States, 
Vernet Group is now poised to deliver its expertise and innovative solutions to the 
European market. 

Vernatherm by Vernet specializes in the design and development of engineered 
thermal solutions and products specifically tailored for the Aerospace & Defense 
industry. With a relentless focus on innovation, we strive to offer our customers the 
optimal combination of cost-effectiveness, increased reliability, and superior 
performance. 

The Vernatherm product line has experienced substantial growth and our thermal 
controls are widely utilized in a large majority of commercial jets, military vehicles, and 
UAV’s. Our commitment to excellence and continuous improvement has positioned us 
as a trusted partner in the aerospace industry. 

Benoit Halard, President of the Vernet Group said "Our expansion into Europe's 
aerospace and defense market marks an exciting milestone for Vernet Group, We are 
thrilled to bring our proven track record of delivering high-quality thermal control 
solutions to new customers in Europe. With the Vernatherm by Vernet brand, we aim 
to provide unparalleled innovation and service, reinforcing our position as a leader in 
the industry." 

Vernet Group's dedication to research, development, and customer collaboration has 
been instrumental in driving its success in the aerospace and defense sectors. With 
the expansion into Europe, Vernet Group is set to extend its reach and make a 
significant impact in this thriving market. 

To coincide with our expansion into Europe, we are thrilled to announce the launch of 
a brand-new website dedicated to our Aerospace & Defense solutions: 
www.vernathermbyvernet.com. This website will serve as a comprehensive platform 
for customers to explore our cutting-edge thermal control solutions and learn more 
about our capabilities and expertise. 
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Karim Ouenniche, Power Energy Group Business Unit Manager said 
“Furthermore, Vernatherm by Vernet is excited to announce its participation in the 
prestigious Paris Air Show, to be held at Le Bourget from June 19th to 25th. As a 
prominent event in the aerospace and defense industry, the Paris Air Show offers us 
a unique opportunity to showcase our innovative solutions, connect with industry 
professionals, and strengthen our presence in the European market. We invite all 
attendees to visit our booth (Hall 2- E158) at the Paris Air Show to experience firsthand 
the excellence and ingenuity of Vernatherm by Vernet.” 

 

About Vernet Group 

Founded in 1927, Vernet Group is the global leader in wax expansion thermostatic solutions 
for the sanitary, heating, ventilation and air conditioning, automotive, heavy-duty, truck, and 
industrial sectors. The Company is headquartered in Ollainville, France, and employs 1100 
people across the world.   

 

For more information on communication aspect, please visit our website: www.vernet-group.com  
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rouxel@vernet.fr 
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